
P h y s i c s                              name _____________________________________ period _____

Inv-1 PreLab #2 -- Askey’s “Trippin” Run                          sheet # ________            

Sketch of the layout of Mr. Askey’s zany one dimensional path:
        finish        start

   
 (-4) m            0 m          3 m         10 m       15 m

Show path with arrows 

Data Collection: 
      change in 
            position  (Δx)    0m to 3m         3m to 10m           10m to 15m   15m to 3m          3m to (-4m)
             interval 
      times  (Δt)

  total  
      times   (τ)
       interval 
           velocities (v)

Graph your position vs. time data: (finish labeling axes)

position    

x(m)

0

time (sec)
Questions:
1.) What is Mr. Askey’s overall distance he traveled?  ____________________       x2

2.) What is his overall displacement?  _____________________ 

3.) Use the old baseball analogy to illustrate the difference between distance and displacement 
distance  displacement

  single        x3      x1
 

  double

   triple

  homerun
xo



4.)Distance is a scaler and displacement is a vector. So list a few of the differences you have noticed so far between a scalar and a 
vector.

5a.) Draw lightly colored right triangles for each of the five intervals on the graph on the front. Determine the slopes of the 
hypotenuses of each of those triangle to determine the interval velocities. List your interval velocities in the bottom line of the data 
table on the front 

5b.) Determine the simple mathematical average (mean) of all these interval velocities:

6a.) Now draw the right triangle on the graph on the front that represents the OVERALL average movement (from 0 m to (-4)m).  
6b.) What is the graphical overall average velocity for the 5 movements? 
6c.) Compare the simple mathematical average you found in 5b to the graphical overall average you found in prob 6b.  
Which one is right?   Explain why:

Label & graph interval velocities from the front chart vs. time below for Askey’s Trippin Run:
title ______________________________________________________

  

Completely 
label axes
 

7.) What type of graph is this?   ________________________  Does it represent a function? _______

8.) What are the slopes of the velocity vs. time graph above?

9.) Did velocity change within the intervals?    Did velocity change during the entire run?

10.) Draw an approximate line on the above graph (in a different color) which represents the overall average velocity for Mr. Askey’s  
“wacked” run.  I realize this will screw up the whole function thing, but you can think of it as a new graph (hence, the different 
color) superimposed on the first graph.


